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On 15th June 2023, JYP
members, Maria, Elena, Cassie,
Molly and Caleb attended the
British-Irish Council Summit
hosted at the L'Horizon Hotel. 
 The summit revolved around
the theme of 'Building for the
Future, Green and Affordable'
and the passionate young
people delivered an impactful
speech they had prepared.

JYP @ BIC SUMMIT
To help them prepare, the JYP
members collected the voices
of fellow young islanders
through a survey.  They also
sought insights from previous
JYP reports and the 'Little
Parliament' findings.  The team
attended a residential at
Crabbe in May to help get
ready for the event.
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MEETING MINISTERS
FROM BIC

Members spent some time on the JYP stall and met different
ministers from across BIC including the First Minister from Wales,
Mark Drakeford and Tánaiste of Ireland, Micheál Martin.
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"We are members of the
Jersey Youth Parliament and
we have been working on our
three campaigns for the past
nine months: housing, the right
to play and diversity and
inclusion. We came along
today to make the voices of
young people be heard, to
spread awareness and
encourage community cohesion
across the British-Irish Council. 

JYP SPEECH
In this important year, a
quarter of a century since the
Good Friday Agreement, we
are using this platform to
hopefully influence politicians
and decision makers aswell as
bring the communities
together. We are delighted to
be here and look forward to
hopefully more events like this
that will continue to uphold
article twelve of the UNCRC."
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Over the past few months, we have been speaking with other
young people at the ‘Little Parliament’ for year six students and
through a survey to students aged thirteen plus to find out what the
future looks like for young islanders. We were shocked to find out
that children in year six were already saying that most people from
their class felt that they would leave the island later as they could
not afford to stay here.

"This year’s theme of ‘Building for the Future: Green and
Affordable’ is very important to us as young people. Young
people today will be the ones that have to deal with the
decisions that Governments are making today.

When you are

older, would

you like to stay

in Jersey? 

Yes
10.8%

No
46.6%

Maybe
42.6%

We carried out a survey and
90% of respondents don’t see a
future for themselves in Jersey
for reasons such as everything
is expensive, it feels very
isolated, there are better offers
elsewhere, there are not enough
activities to do for many
teenagers and the most common
theme was house prices are too
high.  People did say that they
were torn as they have all their
family and friends here and do
love the beaches but that it just
was not affordable."
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We have spent some time looking at what makes
a house green, affordable, and sustainable.

"WE ASK YOU TO BE BOLD, TO
ENCOURAGE AND INSPIRE BUILDINGS
WITH PERSONALITY

Factors such as how many natural resources are used
in the creation of the house and whether it is resource
efficient, contribute to making a house environmentally
friendly. As a community, we need to meet the needs
of the present but without compromising the ability of
the future generation. This can only be accomplished if
everyone tries to decrease the use of finite resources
in their own homes.

Living walls and green roofs becoming more common. These can reduce
pollution, purify the air, regulate temperatures.
Solar panels should be on all new builds, especially Government
buildings. This will help to reduce CO2 emissions and can lower homes
electricity bill.
People should be supported to improve insulation in homes which will
lower emissions of greenhouse gases.  They also should be supporting
homes to have double or triple glazing windows which also helps with
lowering CO2 emissions.
We really life the idea of prefab homes where they are built off site and
transported to where they will be assembled. All measurements for the
home are correct so would need no alterations, there would be no
additional waste created and no need to transport and dispose of
waste. How we built the houses affects the community and not just the
people living inside them. We need to think about the wider picture and
prefab homes does do this.
Zero carbon and passive Haus that contain eco-friendly technologies
and use these to generate all their energy from sustainable sources. 
Natural light homes have large windows instead of walls which allow
sunlight to heat the property naturally which are perfect for such a
sunny island."

Through our research we would like to see the following:
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IDEAS THAT WE LIKE
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Some members of JYP recently attended the ‘Nature Summit’
organised by the Government and it was interesting to hear about
biodiversity net gain and how the UK Government was making this
the law. We have had a look at the ‘Bridging Island Plan’ where it is
mentioned, and we encourage politicians to implement this soon. 
 People have been suggesting places that they would like to see
more flowers and greenery such as by the cows in town, on King
Street and around schools. The ‘Little Parliament’ were very
concerned about all the trees that have recently been cut down
and recommended that for every tree a builder cuts down they
plant two more. These suggestions support the idea of biodiversity
net gain being law in Jersey. We hope that by bringing the
different BIC delegates together today, you may be able to
share examples of what you have done in your countries and
inspire each other.

"WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE GREENER SPACES IN JERSEY. 

In Jersey the minimum wage is
£10.50 if you are over eighteen,
which if you work full time would
be £21 840 yet the average price
of a one-bedroom flat is £360 000.
The cost to rent a one-bedroom flat
costs anywhere between £750 and
up to £2000 for some new
developments. This is simply
unaffordable for any young person
starting out in their career which is
why so many people can only see a
future off island." 
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"We have explored being green and affordable and we
recently took part in an upcycle challenge having been
donated some stools. We visited Acorn Enterprise and had
to find items to upcycle them on a tight budget.  This
exercise showed us that with a bit of creativity it is possible
to have a greener future if we limit waste and use what is
already on the island."
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We hope that the key take
away from tonight will be the
improvement of
communication between
youth parliaments across BIC
and the Governments. We are
here to give a voice to young
people who may be too scared
or too busy to speak up to our
own Government about
matters affecting their lives. If
you don’t remember anything
from our speech, just don’t
forget to get in touch with
young people you are setting
the future for!"
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"With all of this taken into
consideration, we would like to
believe in a positive future. We
see Jersey as having a more
diverse population, there will be
more electric cars, more
opportunities to recycle and
overall, more consideration into
making infrastructure eco-friendly.
However, if nothing changes to
encourage young people to stay
on the island then the future is
bleak. Change needs to happen
quickly to ensure that the
population is fairly distributed
amongst different ages, not just a
dependant elderly island. The key
priorities that we believe will
ensure that there is a future for
young people in Jersey is: more
affordable housing, not just tiny
one-bedroom flats for £350 000,
we need more opportunities and
things to do, and we need better
support to keep Jersey green
and protect our beautiful island.
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FEEDBACK FROM THE
PRESENTERS
The five members that spoke have reflected on the event
and share the following.

What are your

hopes for the

future following

the event?

That is becomes a

standard for lots of

different young people to

present at the future BIC

Summits

To have the opportunity to

go off island and meet

other youth parliaments

and ministers

What was your

favourite

part?

Talking to the

ministers, gaining

experience by talking

to them

Some people gasped

and were shocked

when we talked

about house prices

How did people

react?

People

congratulated us

and said well done

Gaining knowledge about

the different countries in

BIC and their youth

parliaments



We met with the Welsh First

Minister and spoke about who

we are and what we are

doing.  We discussed this

with a number of others too

who did you

meet? What did

you discuss?

We discussed about other

youth parliaments and how

they differ from JYP.  We also

talked about different house

prices across the bIC

countries
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FEEDBACK FROM THE
PRESENTERS

Yeah, especially with the speech

we made and presented. We saw a

lot of shocked reactions.  Also, it

was the first time young people

presented and it hopefully won't

be the last

do you think

this will make

an impact?

Yes, they seemed surprised at

our message at points, but

ultimately it felt like they

liked what we had to say

did you feel

listened to?

Yes, especially since lots of

ministers from across BIC came

up to us and spoke to us

personally and asked us lots

of questions about the jYP and

our work/campaigns



WHAT ARE YOUNG
PEOPLE SAYING?
JYP members carried out a survey to help prepare for the
Summit and this is what young people in Jersey had to say.

Unsure
23.5%

Yes
6%

No
70.5%

Do you think

Jersey is an

affordable

place to live?

Do you think Jersey
is a green and

sustainable place
to live?

Yes
42.1%

No
16.3%

Unsure
41.6%

How fun would you

rate Jersey out of 10?

How would you rate

your living conditions on

a scale of 1-10? 
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What are your

reasons for

not wanting

to stay in

Jersey?

Different

opportunities

elsewhere

Want

to

spread

my

wings

To see theworld

Not

enough

green

spaces

Too many
apartments
being built

It's boring/nothing to do

Tooexpensive
lack of job

opportunities

Want to livesomewherehotter

Too

small

What are your

reasons for 

 wanting to

stay in

Jersey?

i love the

beaches

Jersey

is

 safe

my family and

friends live

here

jersey is
beautiful
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Invest in

local

produce

What could

Jersey do to

become more green

and sustainable?

More recyling -

enforce

it/rewards

scheme

Wind farm/

renewable

energy

More

parks

Safer

cycle

paths

More bus

routes

incorporate

nature into

buildings eg roof

gardens

More trees,

grass and

flowers

make town more

green and

colourful - trees

on king street

stop

cutting

down trees

Natural

walls

Limit on

cars

Ban vapes/

cigarettes
Electric

cars and

buses

More bins

outside

Stop building

tiny flats -

keep natural

areas

Yes
74.3%

No
8.9%

Maybe
16.8%

Is it possible for
you to walk to a

green space from
your house?

Yes
83.7%

No
16.3%

Can you w
alk or

cycle to a place

you can relax or

play at?
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Being able to buy a home at a fair price

Housing that a lower-income young family can buy from their own wage without help

from their family

Houses first time buyers can afford

Not a 1 bedroom flat for £300 000

Good quality housing that are affordable to buy or rent

You can buy a house without struggling

Able to have a house and enjoy luxuries without having constant stress

Cheap enough rent or mortgage payments where enough income is left over for food,

water and basic necessities'.

the houses are liveable and suit your basic needs at least

What is meant by the term affordable?

More fun things to do

The housing crisis gets fixed - more affordable housing

If it was cheaper

Good post 18 education, more uni courses 

More job opportunities - not just emphasis on finance - more creative jobs

If it was cheaper and less isolated

My friends and family

Not such a divide between people from different classes

More green spaces - less construction

Better shops

What would make you stay in Jersey?



Whilst preparing for the speech, JYP members looked back over
previous JYP campaign reports, Little Parliament reports and
JYP surveys.  Included below are some statements from these.

Jersey is one of the best places to live,

just needs to be more affordable
JYP Survey, 2023

Please can the government stop building

apartments its too much
JYP Survey, 2023jersey is boring and too expensive you

should lower prices especially for

single parents my mum can barely pay

rent with bills
JYP Survey, 2023

Our goal in this sphere has been to rejuvenate PSHE

so that all students can acquire useful skills for

our modern lifestyles whilst receiving a diverse

social education that reflects the society we live in
JYP Education, 2022

i would like a more eco

friendly jersey
JYP Survey, 2023

Our goal is to bring Jersey

back together as a

community JYP Right to
Play, 2022

We urge that government

action is taken to improve

our island JYP Right to
Play, 2022

We want to create an island

where children can grow up

ready for the modern adult

world. JYP Education, 2022

we need to encourage young

people to speak up and feed

into government policies.
JYP Housing, 2022

WHAT ARE YOUNG
PEOPLE SAYING?
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WHAT ARE YOUNG
PEOPLE SAYING?
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My friends dad is a nurse, and he doesn't get

paid as much as a footballer and he actually

saves humans and I think that's a bit unfair
Little Parliament, 2023

we want to stress loud and clear

that children aren't just the

future but they are the present. 

 Consider our voices and act
JYP Education, 2022

biodiversity and trees are the

most important thing about this

world, without them we

wouldn't exist.   JYP Climate  Action, 2022

On 18th July 2022, the climate action group

presented 18 months of research in the states

chamber on the hottest day on record in jersey

which was 37.9 degrees. JYP Climate  Action, 2022

The environment is important to me as the earth is such a beautiful

place full of amazing wildlife and we need to do everything we can to

look after it.  We are so lucky to live on this wonderful planet and at

the moment we are destroying our environment.  If we all work together

we can repair the damage and safeguard our world for the future.

JYP Climate  Action, 2022

Planning must ensure that 30%

of every parish is natural

environment, 
JYP Climate  Action, 2022

The environment is the best part of our world,

it's what we live in, it's what we interact with

daily.  There is nowhere else we can find what we

have now so we need to save it.
JYP Climate  Action, 2022



WHAT ARE YOUNG
PEOPLE SAYING?
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We need to take a new attitude towards the climate emergency.  It

may be scary, might seem impossible, but it is something that can't be

beaten.  We have to start doing something.. we are asking you, as

members of our states assembly to do all that you can to create a

brighter future of out island of Jersey
JYP statement on CNR, 2022

UNCRC Article 27 states that every child has the right to a standard

of living that is good enough to meet their physical and social needs

and support their development.  Governments must help families who

cannot afford to provide this.  We believe that housing should be more

accessible for those who can't afford a house.
JYP Housing, 2022

we must make sure no one is left behind

or forgotten.  It is our duty to ensure

that there is help available to enable

everyone to be part of our journey

towards a greener island.
JYP statement on CNR, 2022Planning permission should be stricter in

regards to developments around the island,

especially around the coast
JYP Climate  Action, 2022

we think all children should know more about climate

change because sometimes say a teacher tells you

about it and they're like oh really and then sometimes

people get really nervous
Little Parliament, 2023



WHAT ARE YOUNG
PEOPLE SAYING?
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JYP Housing, 2022

We all know that solving the

island wide crisis will not be easy,

but A future without affordable

houses is not a future for jersey.

We ask you to be bold, to encourage and

inspire buildings with personality
JYP BIC, 2023

we think everytime a builder chops down a tree,

their company should plant two or more in a

different place so that it will help catch up on

all the chopped down trees
Little Parliament, 2023

soon the island will just be a

whole island of apartments, no

fields, just apartments

Little Parliament, 2023

Planning processes should make

solar panels mandatory for

all new builds and extensions
JYP Climate  Action, 2022



THE FUTURE OF
JERSEY?
At the recent Crabbe residential, JYP members split in two
to picture what the best possible scenario would be for
Jersey and what would be the worst by 2035.  This
discussion helped the members come to some conclusions
within their speech.
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Too many expensive houses cramped on the island
No local people as they are unable to afford living here, only people to remain will be rich English
immigrants - Loads of rich boring people living in apartments
A lot more flats and offices - the whole of jersey is just apartments and building's for work
Hopefully more fun parks and things to do
it looks like everyone who is Portuguese or Polish going back because they can’t afford it. I
already know so many Portuguese people have had to go back because of the cost and it looks
like adults literally living with their parents for the rest of their lives due to not being able to afford
anything in Jersey
more of the younger generation leaving the island because of the incredibly high costs to live here
I feel like Jersey may be a lot smaller because of the rising sea levels as a result of global warming
and less tourism as most of the activity centres in Jersey are closing however if our sustainability
gets better over the years we may have a island with clean air and parks
An island full of a divide between poor and rich as middle class tend to leave jersey.
An increase of an ageing population and decrease in those at a working age which will likely
result in more of an economic crisis. Also, very few people of working age who were born in
Jersey.
Too many expensive high rise apartments blocking older buildings and the stunning views people
want to enjoy
Lots of new flats. Will probably turn into London. A concrete jungle.
Apartments on top of apartments.....
robots
More and more expensive to the point where population drastically decreases
only for old rich people
A deserted island.
Hopefully greener and more sustainable - less pollution
hopefully more green and increased in woodlands
More places for teenagers to connect without constant adult attention And places actually suited
to our age demographic and interests
I think the future will be more echo friendly and things will be cheaper
Bright as I hope creative entrepreneurs bring about good ideas for the island.

THE FUTURE OF
JERSEY?
The survey gathered information about what young people
think Jersey looks like.
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Further
Reading

JYP EDUCATION
CAMPAIGN REPORT, 2022

JYP CLIMATE ACTION
REPORT, 2022

JYP RIGHT TO PLAY REPORT, 2022

JYP STATEMENT ON
CARBON NEUTRAL
ROADMAP, 2022

LITTLE PARLIAMNET REPORT, 2023

JYP HOUSING REPORT,
2022
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